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Mission: As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of

the Interior has responsibility for most of our nationally-owned public lands

and natural and cultural resources. This includes fostering wise use of our
land and water resources, protecting our fish and wildlife, preserving the

environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places,

and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The
Department also promotes the goals of the Take Pride in America campaign
by encouraging stewardship and citizen responsibility for the public

lands and promoting citizen participation in their care. The Department also

has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and
for people who live in Island Territories under U.S. Administration.

the eastern slope* of the Rocky Mountains, the Nathaniel K. Boszvell Ranch reflects the 100-year
tion of a typical Wyoming livestock ranch. Hay was grown on the bottomland along the

Laramie River, while cattle and other livestock grazed on hillsides of sage and grass. The
headquarters, consisting of a house, barns, bunkhouses, sheds, privies, fences, pens, and corrals,

reflet fs the central operations of the ranch and is also a distinctive collection of late 19th century log

construction. (Mark Junge)
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INTRODUCTION
This bulletin offers guidance to

Federal agencies, State Historic Pres-

ervation Offices, Certified Local Gov-
ernments, preservation professionals,

and interested individuals in the suc-

cessful preparation of nominations to

the National Register of Historic Places

and requests for determinations of eli-

gibility for historic sites or districts

known as rural historic landscapes. In

recent years, there has been a growing
interest among preservationists in rec-

ognizing and protecting the cultural

values that centuries of land use and
occupation have embodied in rural

America. Understanding the forces that

have shaped rural properties, interpret-

ing their historical importance, and
planning for their protection are cur-

rent challenges in historic preservation.

This bulletin responds to the many
questions that have risen out of efforts

to apply the National Register criteria

to rural properties possessing signifi-

cant land areas.

This bulletin defines a rural historic

landscape, describes its characteristics,

and suggests practical methods for

survey and research. It also closely

examines how the National Register

criteria can be applied, significance and
integrity evaluated, and boundaries
drawn for rural properties having sig-

nificant acreage. Finally, the bulletin

discusses the information needed to

register these properties in the National

Register.

The bulletin is organized under three

general headings—identification, evalu-

ation, and registration. It puts forth a

practical approach, not a complete or

rigid methodology, that can be applied

within a preservation planning frame-

work to both the general development
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The 160-acre Kehlbeck Farmstead in Cass County, Nebraska, reflects the standard historic property

formed by the United States rectangular land survey. The farm's spatial organization indicates the

separation of agricultural activities and many of the improvements, functional and aesthetic, that

midwestern farms underwent in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Landscape features include a

formal allee and curved entry drive, windbreaks of Eastern Red Cedar and Austrian Pine, a farmyard

with orchards and vegetable gardens, pastures with livestock enclosures, and outlying fields of corn,

hay, or oats. (Nebraska State Historical Society)

of historic contexts and the evaluation

of properties within rural areas. It

should be used with National Register

Bulletins 24, Guidelines for Local Surveys:

A Basis for Preseri'ation Planning and 16,

Guidelines for Completing Natioftal Regis-

ter of Historic Places Forms, which pro-

vide general guidance on developing
historic context, conducting surveys,

and completing National Register

forms.

WHAT IS A RURAL
HISTORIC LANDSCAPE?

The rural historic landscape is one of

the categories of property qualifying for

listing in the National Register as a

historic site or district. For the purposes
of the National Register, a rural historic

landscape is defined as a geographical

area that historically has been used by

1



people, or shaped or modified by hu-

man activity, occupancy, or interven-

tion, and that possesses a significant

concentration, linkage, or continuity

of areas of land use, vegetation, build-

ings and structures, roads and water-

ways, and natural features.

Rural landscapes commonly reflect

the day-to-day occupational activities of

people engaged in traditional work
such as mining, fishing, and various

types of agriculture. Often, they have

developed and evolved in response to

both the forces of nature and the prag-

matic need to make a living. Land-
scapes small in size and having no
buildings or structures, such as an ex-

perimental orchard, are classified as

sites. Most, however, being extensive in

acreage and containing a number of

buildings, sites, and structures, such as

a ranch or farming community, are

classified as historic districts. Large

acreage and a proportionately small

number of buildings and structures

differentiate rural historic landscapes
from other kinds of historic properties.

Distinct from designed landscapes
(see Bulletin 18, How to Evaluate and
Nominate Designed Historic Landscapes),

rural landscapes usually are not the

work of a professional designer and
have not been developed according to

academic or professional design stand-

ards, theories, or philosophies of land-

scape architecture. The properties

discussed in this bulletin possess tangi-

ble features, called landscape character-

istics, that have resulted from historic

human use. In this way, they also differ

from natural areas that embody impor-
tant cultural values but have experi-

enced little modification, such as sites

having religious meaning for Native

American groups (see Bulletin 38,

Guidelines for Evaluating and Document-
ing Traditional Cultural Properties).

A rural area may contain one or more
rural historic landscapes. It may also

include other kinds of historically sig-

nificant properties, such as a railroad

depot or granary with little acreage.

The National Register lists only those

properties satisfying the National Reg-
ister criteria for historical significance

and integrity. An understanding of

historic contexts is essential for identi-

fying the significant properties of a

rural area and determining the eligibil-

ity of any particular property.

Primary is significance, ascribed by
specific criteria and weighed within the

framework of a community, region, or

State's historic contexts. Historic con-

texts provide background information

The cultivation of filberts, seen at Dorris Ranch in Lane County, Oregon, is just one of the many
activities for which a rural landscape may be significant in agriculture. From a single orchard of 50

trees planted in 1903, George B. Dorris started a ranch that became known nationally for its

production of filberts and hardy planting stock. Today, orchards cover 75 acres, contain 9250 trees,

and produce an average of 56 tons of nuts annually. (Willamalane Park and Recreation District)

about the patterns of history and devel-

opment that shaped a particular geo-

graphical area. This information links a

rural property with important historic

trends or themes, such as dairy farm-

ing or cattle grazing, indicating

whether the property is unique or rep-

resentative of its time and place. Con-
textual information also allows the

grouping of properties having similar

patterns of historic development, mak-
ing it possible to weigh their relative

importance.

Historic Integrity, a measure of a

property's evolution and current condi-

tion, is also necessary. A comparison of

the changes experienced by a group of

properties related by common historic

contexts helps define the historic char-

acteristics and qualities of integrity that

qualify a rural property for listing. Re-

cent changes that have erased historic

characteristics, and do not have excep-

tional importance, make a property

ineligible, even if scenic qualities are

still present.

Spatial organization, concentration of

historic characteristics, and evidence of

the historic period of development
distinguish a rural historic landscape

from its immediate surroundings. In

most instances, the natural environ-

ment has influenced the character and
composition of a rural area, as well as

the ways that people have used the

land. In turn, people, through tradi-

tions, tastes, technologies, and
activities, have consciously and uncon-
sciously modified the natural environ-

ment. Politics, social customs,

ownership, economics, and natural

resources have determined the organi-

zation of rural communities and the

historic properties they contain.



SYNOPSIS

A rural historic landscape is:

a geographic area that historically has been used by people, or shaped or

modified by human activity, occupancy, or intervention, and that possesses

a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of areas of land use,

vegetation, buildings and structures, roads and waterways, and natural

features.

The evidence of human use or activity is examined through eleven land-

scape characteristics:

• land uses and activities

• patterns of spatial organization

• response to the natural environment
• cultural traditions

• circulation networks

• boundary demarcations

• vegetation related to land use

• buildings, structures, and objects

• clusters

• archeological sites

• small-scale elements.

Rural historic landscapes are listed in the National Register as:

• sites or

• historic districts

following:

• identification of historic landscape characteristics,

• evaluation according to the National Register criteria, and
• documentation on a registration form.

To identify a rural historic landscape:

• develop historic context,

• conduct historic research, and
• survey the landscape.

To evaluate National Register eligibility:

• define significance,

• assess historic integrity, and
• select boundaries.

To register a rural historic landscape:

• complete the National Register Registration Form (NPS 10-900), and
• follow the procedures in 36 CFR Part 60.

Drainage ditches and canals divide the agricultural fields and flat plains of Lake Landing in Hyde
County, North Carolina. Implemented in the 19th century, this system made possible ivater

transportation and the farming of swampy lowlands. Coastal plain cottages represent the common
housing stock of the region. (J. Timothy Keller)

TYPES OF RURAL
HISTORIC LANDSCAPES
Rural historic landscapes usually fall

within one of the following types based
upon historic occupation or land use:

• agriculture (including various types of

cropping and grazing)
• industry (including mining, lumber-

ing, fish-culturing, and milling)

• maritime activities such as fishing,

shellfishing, and shipbuilding
• recreation (including hunting or fish-

ing camps)
• transportation systems
• migration trails

• conservation (including natural

reserves)

• sites adapted for ceremonial, reli-

gious, or other cultural activities, such

as camp meeting grounds.

Although diverse, these types all

contain substantial areas of vegetation,

open space, or natural features that

embody, through past use or physical

character, significant historical values.

Buildings, industrial structures, objects,

designed landscapes, and archeological

sites may also be present. Many will be

integrally related to historic activities

and contribute to the significance of a

large historic district. Some may also

qualify individually for listing in the

National Register.

Rural historic landscapes, especially

those composed of a variety of land

uses, may incorporate more than one
of the types listed above. While this

bulletin introduces a methodology that

can be used for evaluating all of the

above types, it focuses primarily on
agricultural properties.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE RURAL LANDSCAPE
A classification system of eleven char-

acteristics has been developed for

reading a rural landscape and for un-

derstanding the natural and cultural

forces that have shaped it. Landscape
characteristics are the tangible evi-

dence of the activities and habits of

the people who occupied, developed,

used, and shaped the land to serve

human needs; they may reflect the

beliefs, attitudes, traditions, and val-

ues of these people.

The first four characteristics are proc-

esses that have been instrumental in

shaping the land, such as the response

of farmers to fertile soils. The remain-

ing seven are physical components that

are evident on the land, such as barns



or orchards. Many, but not all, rural

properties contain all eleven character-

istics. When historic processes are

linked to existing components, the

rural landscape can be viewed as a

unified whole. The chart on pages 15-18

shows the relationship of the eleven

characteristics and the features repre-

sented by them.
This classification system is a tool for

gathering and organizing information.

First of all, it is used to develop historic

contexts for rural areas. The processes

define specific themes, such as dairy

farming or Belgian settlement, that

have influenced historic development.

The physical components define his-

toric features of the landscape that may
be used to describe significant property

types and to identify properties eligible

for listing in the National Register.

Second, the system is used to iden-

tify and evaluate the significant proper-

ties of a rural area or to determine the

eligibility of a particular rural land-

scape. Through field survey and
historic research, characteristics are

associated with specific features, such
as field patterns or roadways, and pro-

vide an understanding of an area or

property's historic land uses and physi-

cal evolution.

Third, as information about existing

characteristics is related to the historic

contexts for a geographical area, assess-

ments of significance, integrity, and
boundaries can be made for specific

properties. Information is evaluated to

determine whether, within a rural area

or region, a large historic district or

separate properties should be consid-

ered for listing in the National Register.

A comparison of past and present char-

acteristics within a single property
helps determine whether the property
retains historic integrity and what the

National Register boundaries should
be.

Finally, the classification system pro-

vides a format for documenting rural

properties on National Register forms.

It can be used to organize the descrip-

tion and statement of significance for a

specific rural property on the registra-

tion form. It is also useful for organiz-

ing information about rural historic

contexts and property types on the

multiple property documentation form.

Processes

1. Land Uses and Activities: Land uses

are the major human forces that shape
and organize rural communities. Hu-
man activities, such as farming, min-
ing, ranching, recreation, social events,

Rich deposits of lime and limestone ensured the prosperity and agricultural productivity of Oley
Township, Pennsylvania. In response to the natural environment, settlers farmed fertile soil, operated

limekilns, and constructed homes, barns, outbuildings, and walls of native limestone. (Oley
Resource Conservation Project)

commerce, or industry, have left an
imprint on the landscape. An examina-

tion of changing and continuing land

uses may lead to a general understand-

ing of how people have interacted with

their environment and provide clues

about the kinds of physical features

and historic properties that should be

present.

Topographic variations, availability of

transportation, the abundance or scar-

city of natural resources (especially

water), cultural traditions, and eco-

nomic factors influenced the ways peo-

ple use the land. Changing land uses

may have resulted from improved tech-

nology, exhausted soils or mineral de-

posits, climatic changes, and new
economic conditions, as well as pre-

vious successes or failures. Activities

visible today may reflect traditional

practices or be innovative, yet compati-

ble, adaptations of historic ones.

2. Patterns of Spatial Organization:

The organization of land on a large

scale depends on the relationship

among major physical components,
predominant landforms, and natural

features. Politics, economics, and tech-

nology, as well as the natural environ-

ment, have influenced the organization

of communities by determining settle-

ment patterns, proximity to markets,
and the availability of transportation.

Organization is reflected in road sys-

tems, field patterns, distance between

farmsteads, proximity to water sources,

and orientation of structures to sun and
wind. For example, spatial patterns can

be seen in the grid of square mile

townships and 160-acre farmsteads in

the Midwest established by the land

ordinances of 1785 and 1787, the distri-

bution of towns every seven miles

along a railroad corridor, and the divi-

sion of land in Louisiana, by the French

long-lot system, to ensure that every

parcel has river frontage.

Large-scale patterns characterizing

the settlement and earlv history of a

rural area may remain constant, while

individual features, such as buildings

and vegetation, change over time.

Changes in technology, for example,

may have altered plowing practices,

although the location of plowed fields,

and, therefore, the overall historic pat-

tern may remain the same.

3. Response to the Natural Environ-

ment: Major natural features, such as

mountains, prairies, rivers, lakes, for-

ests, and grasslands, influenced both

the location and organization of rural

communities. Climate, similarly, influ-

enced the siting of buildings, construc-

tion materials, and the location of

clusters of buildings and structures.

Traditions in land use, construction

methods, and social customs com-
monly evolved as people responded to

the physiography and ecological sys-

tems of the area where they settled.



Taw, the staple of the islanders' daily diet is the

primary crop of Hanalei, Hawaii. Traditionally

grown, it is dependent on a warm humid climate

and wetland agriculture made possible by

abundant rainfall and irrigation. (Robert Z.

Melnick)

Taw fields separated In/ earthen dikes, forested mountains, rivers and irrigation ditches, and a system

of wads define the pattern of spatial organization and characterize the area's icetland agriculture in

Hanalei, Hawaii. (Robert Z. Melnick)

Early settlements frequently depended
upon available natural resources, such as

water for transportation, irrigation, or

water power. Mineral or soil deposits,

likewise, determined the suitability of a

region for particular activities. Available

materials, such as stone or wood, com-
monly influenced the construction of

houses, barns, fences, bridges, roads,

and community buildings.

4. Cultural Traditions: Cultural tradi-

tions affect the ways that land is used,

occupied, and shaped. Religious be-

liefs, social customs, ethnic identity,

and trades and skills may be evident

today in both physical features and
uses of the land. Ethnic customs, pre-

dating the origins of a community,
were often transmitted by early settlers

and perpetuated by successive genera-

tions. Others originated during a

community's early development and
evolution. Cultural groups have inter-

acted with the natural environment,
manipulating and perhaps altering it,

and sometimes modifying their tradi-

tions in response to it.

Cultural traditions determined the

structure of communities by influenc-

ing the diversity of buildings, location

of roads and village centers, and ways
the land was worked. Social customs
dictated the crops planted or livestock

raised. Traditional building forms,

methods of construction, stylistic fin-

ishes, and functional solutions evolved

in the work of local artisans. For exam-
ple, rustic saunas appeared among the

outbuildings of Finnish farmsteads in

northwestern Michigan, while commu-
nity churches occupied isolated cross-

roads in the High Plains. Taro, grown
as a staple in the Hawaiian daily diet,

also assumed an important role in the

traditional luau. At the Amana Colo-

nies in Iowa, large expanses of farm-

land and forest, based upon communal
ownership, a village settlement pattern,

and religious beliefs, varied from the

rectangular grid typical of midwestern
family farms.

Components

5. Circulation Networks: Circulation

networks are systems for transporting

people, goods, and raw materials from
one point to another. They range in

scale from livestock trails and foot-

paths, to roads, canals, major high-

ways, and even airstrips. Some, such

as farm or lumbering roads, internally

served a rural community, while oth-

ers, such as railroads and waterways,

connected it to the surrounding region.

6. Boundary Demarcations: Boundary
demarcations delineate areas of owner-
ship and land use, such as an entire

farmstead or open range. They also

separate smaller areas having special

functions, such as a fenced field or

enclosed corral. Fences, walls, tree

lines, hedge rows, drainage or irriga-

tion ditches, roadways, creeks, and
rivers commonly marked historic

boundaries.

7. Vegetation Related to Land Use: Vari-

ous types of vegetation bear a direct

relationship to long-established pat-

terns of land use. Vegetation includes

not only crops, trees, or shrubs planted

for agricultural and ornamental pur-

poses, but also trees that have grown
up incidentally along fence lines, be-

side roads, or in abandoned fields.

Vegetation may include indigenous,

naturalized, and introduced species.

While many features change over

time, vegetation is, perhaps, the most
dynamic. It grows and changes with
time, whether or not people care for it.

Certain functional or ornamental plant-

ings, such as wheat or peonies, may be
evident only during selected seasons.

Each species has a unique pattern of

growth and life span, making the pres-

ence of historic specimens questionable

or unlikely in many cases. Current
vegetation may differ from historic veg-

etation, suggesting past uses of the

land. For example, Eastern red cedars

or aspens indicate the natural succes-

sion of abandoned farmland in the

Midwest.

8. Buildings, Structures, and Objects:

Various types of buildings, structures,

and objects serve human needs related



to the occupation and use of the land.

Their function, materials, date, condi-

tion, construction methods, and lo-

cation reflect the historic activities,

customs, tastes, and skills of the people

who built and used them.
Buildings—designed to shelter hu-

man activity—include residences,

schools, churches, outbuildings, barns,

stores, community halls, and train de-

pots. Structures—designed for func-

tions other than shelter—include dams,
canals, systems of fencing, systems of

irrigation, tunnels, mining shafts, grain

elevators, silos, bridges, earthworks,

ships, and highways. Objects—relatively
small but important stationary or mov-
able constructions—include markers
and monuments, small boats, machin-
ery, and equipment.

Rural buildings and structures often

exhibit patterns of vernacular design

that may be common in their region or

unique to their community. Residences

may suggest family size and relation-

ships, population densities, and eco-

nomic fluctuations. The repeated use of

methods, forms, and materials of con-

struction may indicate successful solu-

tions to building needs or demonstrate
the unique skills, workmanship, or

talent of a local artisan.

9. Clusters: Groupings of buildings,

fences, and other features, as seen in a

farmstead, ranch, or mining complex,
result from function, social tradition,

climate, or other influences, cultural or

natural. The arrangement of clusters

may reveal information about historical

and continuing activities, as well as the

impact of varying technologies and the

preferences of particular generations.

The repetition of similar clusters

throughout a landscape may indicate

vernacular patterns of siting, spatial

organization, and land use. Also, the

location of clusters, such as the market
towns that emerged at the crossroads
of early highways, may reflect broad
patterns of a region's cultural geogra-
phy.

10. Archeological Sites: The sites of

prehistoric or historic activities or occu-
pation, may be marked by foundations,
ruins, changes in vegetation, and sur-

face remains. They may provide valu-

able information about the ways the

land has been used, patterns of social

history, or the methods and extent of

activities such as shipping, milling,

lumbering, or quarrying. The ruins of

mills, charcoal kilns, canals, outbuild-

ings, piers, quarries, and mines com-
monly indicate previous uses of the

land. Changes in vegetation may indi-

6
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The corral cluster at Spade Ranch in Sheridan Count}/, Nebraska, contains numerous structures

associated with the historic functions of a cattle ranch. These include scales for weighing livestock;

pens for sorting, breaking, and branding; and chutes for roping and loading. (David Murphy)
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One of the most extensive and intact clusters of agricultural outbuildings in the Lake Landing

Historic District, Hyde Count}/, North Carolina, consists of a wash house, outhouse, buggy house,

harness shed, chicken house, two bams, and wood fences. (J. Timothy Keller)

cate abandoned roadways, homesites,

and fields. The spatial distribution of

features, surface disturbances, subsur-

face remains, patterns of soil erosion

and deposition, and soil composition
may also yield information ab^ut the

evolution and past uses of the land.

11. Small-scale elements: Small-scale

elements, such as a foot bridge or road
sign, add to the historic setting of a

rural landscape. These features may be
characteristic of a region and occur

repeatedly throughout an area, such as

limestone fence posts in Kansas or cat-

tle gates in the Buffalo River Valley of

Arkansas. While most small-scale ele-

ments are long-lasting, some, such as

bales of hay, are temporal or seasonal.

Collectively, they often form larger

components, such as circulation net-

works or boundary demarcations.

Small-scale elements also include mi-

nor remnants, including canal stones,

road traces, mill stones, individual fruit

trees, abandoned machinery, or fence-

posts, that mark the location of historic

activities, but lack significance or integ-

rity as archeological sites.



Fishing boats, wharves, canals, and a cluster of dwellings at Skamokawa, Washington, illustrate the

important role that salmon-fishing has played along the Columbia River since the mid-19th century.

(Jake Thomas)

SKILLS REQUIRED

Examination of a rural area fre-

quently requires the combined efforts

of historians, landscape historians,

architectural historians, architects,

landscape architects, archeologists, and
anthropologists. Depending on the

area, the specialized knowledge of

cultural geographers, plant ecologists,

folklorists, and specialists in the history

of agriculture, forestry, mining, trans-

portation, and other types of land use
may also be of assistance.

To prepare nominations for rural

historic landscapes, persons should be
able to identify various landscape char-

acteristics during field investigations

and should know the terminology used
to describe the major processes, uses,

and physical components visible in the

landscape. They should also be familiar

with the historical development of the

region where they are working, know
how to research appropriate sources,

and understand the roles of the special-

ists listed above.

IDENTIFICATION

An in-depth study is necessary to

identify the significant historic proper-

ties of a rural area or to determine if

the area as a whole is a historic district.

An understanding of important aspects

of a community, region, or State's his-

toric development and physiography, in

the form of historic contexts, helps

identify rural areas that merit study
and indicates the reasons they may be
significant.

The study requires several steps: the

history of the area targeted for study is

related to local or State contexts, histor-

ical records are examined, and existing

landscape characteristics are surveyed.

The purpose of the study is to gather

the information needed to make deci-

sions about the eligibility for the Na-
tional Register of the entire area or

smaller properties within it. The guid-

ance below describes historic resource

studies in rural areas; it supplements
the general guidelines in National

Register Bulletin 24, Guidelines for Local

Surveys: A Basis for Preservation

Planning.

Developing Historic

Context

Information about the history and
development of the rural area is orga-

nized into historic contexts based on
common themes, periods of time, and
geographical areas. A historic context is

an important theme, pattern, or trend

in the historical development of a local-

ity, State, or the nation at a particular

time in history or prehistory. Because

rural areas often reflect multiple land

uses and physical evolution over many
years, they usually relate to more than
one historic context.

Themes derive from important as-

pects of development, such as set-

tlement, dairy farming, railroad

transportation, or gold mining. They
are related to the specific periods of

time and geographical areas that they
were influential in shaping, for exam-
ple, grain production in eastern Wash-
ington, 1860 to 1940. Each theme is

associated with specific types of his-

toric properties, such as granary com-
plexes or large wheat-growing ranches,

that may be eligible for listing in the

National Register.

A knowledge of historic contexts can
guide the selection of a study area that

is likely to possess historic landscape
characteristics and contain one or more
significant properties, including rural

historic landscapes. For example, the

knowledge that cherry production
played an important role in a State's

agricultural economy since the early

20th century, or that reforestation has
occurred in 80 percent of a county ex-

tensively farmed in the 1840s can lead

to the identification of significant

cherry-producing areas or reforested

farms that have evidence of early land
uses and division.

A knowledge of contexts provides a

historical focus for conducting a rural

study. It helps in determining the ap-

propriate sources for research, survey
techniques, professionals to make up
the study team, and specialists to con-

sult. It gives team members direction

on the kinds of properties they are

likely to encounter in the field, the

characteristics they should look for and
record, and the historical documenta-
tion that will be most useful for evalu-

ating significance. It enables them to

view landscape characteristics as inte-

gral parts of overall economic or social

systems rather than isolated features.

For example, a drainage ditch is seen as

part of an extensive system of water-

ways that allowed thousands of acres

of tidewater to be settled and farmed.
A written statement of historic con-

texts should be developed at the begin-

ning of the study. The statement

incorporates or references information

about previously identified contexts

and documented historic properties. It

also documents contexts identified dur-

ing the initial consideration of the

study area. It includes research ques-

tions to guide the analysis of landscape
characteristics and describes the charac-

teristics that an eligible rural property



must possess. The statement can be

refined, augmented, and revised as

information is gathered during identifi-

cation, as evaluation proceeds, and
when National Register forms are

completed.

State Historic Preservation Offices,

Federal Preservation Officers, and
some local governments, are defining

historic contexts as part of their historic

preservation planning process. These

may be a source of comparative and

thematic information about patterns of

community or regional development,

specialized activities, and properties

important in the history of a particular

State or locality.

Sources on both cultural and natural

history should be consulted. Facts

about the events, persons, groups, and
physical development that shaped an

area's cultural identity may be found in

State or local histories, archeological

studies, or specialized studies on topics

such as transportation, ethnic heritage,

vernacular architecture, irrigation,

wheat farming, mining, or hardwood
lumbering. Historic maps, plats, and
land records provide valuable informa-

tion about historic boundaries and
ownership, circulation networks, clus-

ters, and land uses. Studies on physical

geography provide information about

topography, soils, climate, natural veg-

etation, and water resources that deter-

mined land uses, circulation networks,

and spatial organization. Ecological

studies may address hydrology, cli-

mate, patterns of vegetation, and biotic

communities that have influenced land

uses, vegetation, and responses to the

environment.

The eleven landscape characteristics

relate to historic contexts in several

ways. The four processes—land uses
and activities, patterns of spatial organ-

ization, response to the natural envi-

ronment, and cultural traditions—

directly reflect themes on which con-

texts are based. Knowledge of a re-

gion's settlement patterns, natural

topography, cultural influences, and
historic land uses, provides an under-
standing of how a region was organ-

ized and developed historically. For

example, waterways in the Colonial

period influenced settlements around
natural harbors and at the fords and
falls of rivers, and Hispanic traditions

of land division in New Mexico created

a recurring pattern of long narrow
fields.

Landscape processes explain how
communities were structured and di-

vided into smaller units based on own-
ership, land use, geography, politics,

8
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Historic maps, such as this 1879 map of Burleson County, Texas, were used by the U.S. Census

Bureau to determine district boundaries. These maps are now among the cartographic records of the

National Archives. Local libraries, state archives, and published atlases are other good sources of

historic maps. (Record Group 29, National Archives)

social custom, and economic needs.

This information is a logical basis for

defining property types that existed in

a particular geographical area during a

period of history, for example, a square-

mile township, a 10,000-acre ranch, or a

160-acre farm. Rural property types can
be described by the landscape charac-

teristics and the features representing

them.

Property types meeting the definition

of rural historic landscape—such as a

village cluster with outlying farms-
become manageable units for survey,

evaluation, and National Register list-

ing. Landscape characteristics not only

define the types, but also explain their

interrelationship and evolution from a

historical perspective. As survey and
research proceed, the characteristics

become the hallmarks of historic prop-

erties that should be considered for

National Register listing.

Conducting Historic

Research

Useful sources for studying the his-

tory of rural areas include: historic

maps and plats, historic photographs,
aerial photographs, census records,

local and county histories, federal land-

grant records, homestead papers,

deeds and wills, diaries, commercial

records, newspapers, farm accounts

and receipts, soil surveys, vegetation

surveys, oral histories, local stories and
folklore, and family records.

Selection of sources, for both general

information and references to specific

properties, should be based upon the

statement of historic context and the

character of the rural area under study.

Historic maps indicate the location of

historic roads, settlements, mills, ports,

quarries, and meeting houses. Land
records, plats, deeds, and wills indicate

the historic ownership of land, patterns

of land division, and historic bounda-
ries of properties. Historic photographs

indicate changes in land use practices,

land division, vegetation, and clusters.

Historic periodicals may help date de-

velopments in technology, such as

fencing materials, dry-land farming, or

irrigation techniques, that have affected

the division or character of land. In

addition to original applications, home-
stead records at the Washington Na-
tional Records Center (Suitland,

Maryland) include the proofs filed after

settlement to fulfill the terms of owner-
ship; these describe early land uses,

improvements, and buildings. Changes
in spatial organization can be observed
by comparing aerial photographs of

various dates. Population schedules of

the U.S. Census provide demographic



NATIONAL REGISTER PROCESS

Identification

• Develop historic context

• Conduct historic research

• Survey the landscape

Evaluation

• Define significance

1. Apply the National Register criteria

2. Select areas of significance

3. Define period of significance

• Assess integrity

1. Apply qualities of integrity

2. Identify changes and threats to integrity

3. Classify contributing and noncontributing resources

4. Weigh overall integrity

• Select defensible boundaries

1. Define the historic property

2. Decide what to include

3. Select appropriate edges

Registration

• Complete National Register form(s)

• Follow registration procedures in 36 CFR Part 60

O VIICINIA. '.».

An 1847 map of Berkeley County, Virginia (now West Virginia), indicated land ownership, roads

and waterways, natural features, and county boundaries. It also provided statistics on acreage,

population, crop production, livestock, schools, and manufacturing capital. (Record Group 77,

National Archives)

information, such as the size of house-

holds, occupations, and ethnic asso-

ciations. Also, census records for

agriculture and industry provide data

and statistics on the historic land uses,

ownership, and productivity of an area.

Agricultural census records may also

indicate the kinds and numbers of live-

stock on farms, and whether they were
fenced or at free range.

Agricultural practices generally vary

from state to state, and region to re-

gion. Agricultural periodicals, such as

the Michigan Farmer or Connecticut Valley

Farmer and Mechanics, were published

state by state or regionally beginning in

the early 19th century. State colleges of

agriculture, established under the Mor-
rill Act of 1862, and experiment stations

first established in 1887 became valu-

able sources of information for farmers

on topics of science, agriculture, and
even construction methods for farm
buildings. Similarly, mining periodicals

and the publications of mining schools,

in many states, provide information

about scientific and technological ad-

vances that affected mining activities.

Beginning in the 1930s, the U.S. Soil

Conservation Service assumed an ac-

tive role in shaping American farms by
recommending the planting of wind
breaks, revitalization of soils, contour
plowing, and other techniques. Re-

ports, pamphlets, and bulletins of fed-

eral agricultural programs may be

found in university libraries and ar-

chives and the National Agricultural

Library of the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture (Beltsville, Maryland). Aerial

photographs and soil maps are availa-

ble from the US. Department of Agri-

culture, National Archives, EROS Data

Center of the U.S. Geological Survey,

and private air photo services (see

Sources of Aerial Photographs). Re-

cords of other federal agencies in the

National Archives, including those of

the Corps of Engineers, Bureau of

Mines, Bureau of Fisheries, Coast
Guard, and Forest Service, also provide

information on rural land uses and
activities.

Oral history is often essential. Local

farmers, foresters, mining engineers,

and extension agents are often valuable

sources of information about the agri-

culture, silviculture, or mining of a

particular region. Onsite interviews

with local farmers may provide insight

into how a farm has been managed and
what changes have occurred in the past

20 to 50 years. Other longterm resi-

dents, including merchants, teachers,

librarians, and town officials, may rec-

ollect events or activities related to

9



In 1935, the Soil Conservation and Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Services began

recording rural areas through aerial photography. A 1937 photograph of South Lima Township,

Washtenaw County, Michigan, shows a typical midwestern pattern of farmyard clusters, roads,

orchards and fields, and wetlands. (Record Group 145, National Archives)

mm
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Aerial photography is a valuable tool for surveying large rural areas. A recent aerial view of Hanalei,

Hawaii, shows the organization of taw fields, placement of irrigation ditches, system of roads,

waterways and mountains, general areas of vegetation, and location of clusters. (Robert Z.
Melnick)

changing community patterns. Infor-

mation about current vegetation and
agricultural practices is available from
the agricultural extension service, State

experimental stations, and plant ecolo-

gists and other scientists in universities

and State government.

Surveying the Landscape

An onsite survey is essential in gath-

ering information about a rural area, its

characteristics, and condition. The
chart on pages 15- 18 provides a conven-
ient checklist of the landscape charac-

teristics that can be used in the field.

The boundaries of the survey area

should be based on a knowledge of

historic property types, as well as cur-

rent planning needs. Field investiga-

tions should be directed at identifying

existing landscape characteristics and
determining the extent to which his-

toric properties and characteristics re-

main intact.

The amount of documentation to be
collected for each characteristic de-

pends on its relative size, scale, and
importance. The statement of contexts

should be used as a guide for deter-

mining which characteristics are most
important given the area's primary
activities, associations, and period of

development. If, for example, canals

played a vital role in the region's early

19th century development, then locks,

towpaths, canal sections, natural water-

ways, and associated buildings should
be given particular attention. Land-
scape characteristics meeting the Na-
tional Register definitions of building,

site, structure, and object, furthermore,

require classification as contributing or

noncontributing and must be located

on a sketch map that will accompany
the National Register form.

To view a rural area from various

perspectives and observe landscape

characteristics, the survey team should:

• travel all roadways;

• gain access to as much acreage as

possible, on foot or by car, horse,

bicycle, boat, or other means appro-

priate to study area;

• cover fields, orchards, forests, mines,

waterways, pastures, and open range;

and

• examine abandoned roadways, land

use areas, and homesites, as well as

those still in use.

Surveyors should be prepared to take

photographs and make detailed notes

and sketch maps in the field. They
should be acquainted with the general

history of the area, including major

land uses, important persons and
events, historic property types, and the

landscape characteristics that are likely

to exist. They should be equipped with

maps and photographs from various

time periods, as well as current topo-

graphic and base maps, for reference

during field investigations. On site,

surveyors should:

• describe and mark on a sketch map
major natural features, archeological

sites, buildings, bridges, outbuild-

ings, roadways, waterways, orchards,

fields, pastures, quarries, mining
shafts, and boundary demarcations;
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Form used to survey the 17,000-acre Ebey's Landing National Historical Reserve in Washington
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a half-section (320 acres) of the USGS topographic grid and was supplemented by a panoramic
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Northwest Regional Office, National Park Service)

• identify vegetation that is predomi-

nant or related to land uses;

• date features as accurately as possible

(they can be verified by historical re-

search before or after field investiga-

tion);

• record the condition of characteristics,

noting the evidence of historic field

patterns, roadways, or boundary

markers; deteriorated and altered

buildings and structures; ground dis-

turbances; new land uses and con-

struction; age and condition of

vegetation; abandoned fields or

roads; reforested areas; relocated farm

structures;

• note visible changes in the landscape,

by comparing historic and contempo-

rary views provided by maps, illustra-

tions, and photographs. Indicate

changes to the historic boundaries of

properties due to subdivision, consol-

idation, growth, or abandonment;

• relate characteristics to the statement

of context and historical data, by asso-

ciating existing features with specific

historic activities, land uses, persons,

customs, and periods of time; and

• note any characteristics or processes

requiring further research.

Field observations should be re-

corded in a standard format that can be

readily used for evaluation, registra-

tion, and planning. Landscape charac-

teristics as well as categories of

information for buildings, engineering

structures, districts, and archeological

sites should be included. To facilitate

recording landscape characteristics, the

survey area should be divided into

geographical units, perhaps based on

the boundaries of properties under

single ownership, or on quarter or half

sections of United States Geological

Survey (USGS) topographical maps.

Aerial surveys are useful for examin-

ing large tracts of land. Aerial views

can help determine the spatial relation-

ships among natural features, areas of

land use, vegetation, waterways, road-

ways, and buildings and structures.

When photographed at appropriate

times of year, aerial views may reveal

details such as stone walls or ruins that

may otherwise be obscured by foliage

or dense vegetation. Aerial surveys are

most helpful in identifying field pat-

terns and land division, but they are of

little help in describing the condition of

individual structures and buildings.

Aerial photographs taken with infrared

film distinguish plant materials of dif-

fering types and age, and often detect

abandoned roads, buried walls, and



SUGGESTIONS FOR
COMPLETING A RURAL

SURVEY

1. Be comprehensive both in documentary research and site observations.

Important information may be found in state and county offices, but also in

local historical museums, in family collections, or through personal recollec-

tions. The physical evidence present in the landscape itself is an important

source of information.

2. Use the statement of historic contexts as a guide for identifying historic

properties and judging what features require the greatest attention and con-

tribute most to historic significance. Do not hesitate to change, refine, and
add to the statement as the survey proceeds. Early ideas help guide and
shape further investigations.

3. Be well equipped as you enter the field with both a knowledge of the

history of the area and personal tools such as maps, aerial photos, sketch

pads, markers, note pads, cameras, compasses, and binoculars. Being ready
physically may be just as important as being well-prepared intellectually.

Necessities such as gasoline, water, or food are not always readily available

in rural areas. Field work may require special outfitting and provisions, such
as hiking boots, rain gear, or insect repellant.

4. Be sensitive to ongoing rural activities and the rights of property owners.
Receive permission before entering private land. Inquire about unsafe condi-

tions or areas that are off-limits, such as newly planted fields, animal pens,

uncovered wells, open mining shafts, sink holes, traps, poison ivy, or poten-

tially dangerous animals—domestic or wild. Close gates behind you, and
take care not to interrupt working operations.

5. Listen to the people ivho knozv the landscape. Talk with people, try to

understand the history of the place from the viewpoint of the people who
live and work there. Have specialists in aspects of agriculture, mining, or

local history and ecology accompany you in the field; they can provide im-

portant insights.

6. Keep careful records of photographs, maps, notes, ideas, and thoughts.

Record the subject and vantage point of each photograph, and key the infor-

mation, if possible, to a map or aerial photograph while you are in the field

since this information may be difficult to recollect back in the office. Also
record the film roll number, frame number, date, and photographer.

7. Remember, always, landscapes change. Historic photographs are good
indicators of the ways things were and can be used to compare changes over
time. Do not expect to find any property in its historic condition. Look for

the landscape of the past as you would expect it to appear today. Trees may
be larger, ground cover may be different, buildings may have been moved,
fences may be lost or in relic condition, and farming techniques may have
changed.

8. Do not rely upon any single source. Check and counter-check any infor-

mation. Eyewitness accounts are not always accurate and historical photo-
graphs can sometimes be misleading. Judge the value of each historical

photograph; it may record a moment in time, but not necessarily an impor-
tant one.

refuse sites not visible from the
ground.

Computerized Geographic Informa-
tion Systems (GIS) are useful in ana-
lyzing data about rural land uses,

viewsheds, clusters, and vegetation.

Aerial photographs, historic maps, and
current maps can be compared to de-

termine the nature and extent of land
use changes through time. GIS can
create a standard scale for maps and
photographs having different scales.

Topographic information can be plotted

with rural landscape characteristics to

determine spatial organization and
visual relationships by using typical

operations such as map overlays, dis-

tance calculations, and interpolation.

These operations can also be used to

define the boundaries of National Reg-
ister properties and to assess the visual

impact of land use changes.

EVALUATION

Evaluation entails three major activi-

ties: defining significance, assessing his-

toric integrity, and selecting boundaries.

Information gathered through historic

research and field survey is related to the

study area's historic contexts to deter-

mine the extent to which identified prop-

erties possess the characteristics of

important rural property types. Signifi-

cance, integrity, and boundaries depend
upon the presence of tangible landscape

features and the evidence of the proc-

esses, cultural and natural, that have
shaped the landscape.

Historical facts and survey data

should verify the presence of signifi-

cant historic landscape characteristics

and the condition of the properties that

made up a community or region histor-

ically. For example, the historic patterns

of an agricultural community subject to

increasing suburbanization may be
evident in eight farms having at least

75 percent of their historic acreage, a

substantial number of historic build-

ings, and compatible agricultural use.

Patterns of change, within a regional

or local context, may affect significance.

For example, in a six-county region of a

midwestern State, typical farmsteads

contain similarly arranged clusters of

corncribs, sugar houses, wellhouses,

and poultry pens; fruit orchards of a

standard size; maple-lined roadways,
and fenced pastures. As changing agri-

cultural methods and new land uses
destroy more and more of these charac-

teristics, isolated communities and
individual farmsteads retaining the

historic configuration may become eli-

gible for National Register listing.



Properties relating to the same his-

toric contexts may be compared to

identify those eligible for listing in the

National Register and to determine the

relative level—local, State, or national—

at which the property is significant. For

example, several communities in Ne-

braska may have local significance for

their association with Russian settle-

ment; when they are compared, only

those with a high degree of integrity,

exhibited in intact field patterns,

boundary demarcations, roadways,

clusters of vernacular structures and
buildings, and continuing traditional

activities, have statewide importance.

Defining Significance

An understanding of significance is

paramount. It is necessary, first, to

determine whether a rural property

meets the National Register criteria,

and, second, to guide decisions about

integrity and boundaries. Historical

facts are examined to define those peri-

ods of time and aspects of development
in which a specific property contrib-

uted to the broad themes, or historic

contexts, important to its community,
State, or the nation.

1. Apply the National Register Criteria

A property must possess significance

in at least one of the four aspects of

cultural heritage specified by the Na-
tional Register criteria. Because of their

complex evolution and the layering of

subsequent land uses without destroy-

ing previous ones, many rural land-

scapes have significance under several

criteria.

The criteria can be applied to the

study area as a whole and to smaller

properties within it. Judgements of

significance are made by relating facts

about the history and existing land-

scape characteristics of the study area

to the themes and property types rec-

ognized as important by the area's his-

toric contexts.

CRITERION A

Criterion A applies to properties

associated with events that have made
significant contributions to the broad
patterns of history. Some events may
have been brief, such as a battle or

treaty signing. Others may be activities

that spanned long periods of time and
underwent substantial change, such as

dairy farming or silver mining.
Criterion A recognizes the significant

contributions that rural properties have

Integrity of feeling is a composite of several factors—association, location, design, materials, and

setting. Reflecting many years of local use, a country road in Goose Creek Historic District in

Loudoun County, Virginia, retains its historic location, narrow width, unpaved surface, incidental

vegetation, pastoral setting, and rural feeling. (Virginia Department of Historic Resources)

made through diverse events and activi-

ties, including exploration, settlement,

ethnic traditions, farming, animal hus-

bandry, ranching, irrigation, logging,

horticulture, fishing, fish culturing, min-

ing, transportation, and recreation. Vil-

lage and farm clusters, fields and other

land use areas, roadways, natural fea-

tures, vegetation, and boundary demar-

cations may together illustrate important

events and activities that led to a com-
munity's development.

Although significant events are often

closely related to land uses, historic

significance should not be equated
with general land uses or the functions

of specific buildings or structures. A
rural agricultural community may be
more important for the role its found-

ers played in settlement and ethnic

heritage, than for the logging, farming,

or fishing activities that sustained its

economy. A canal system may have
significance for its impact on the settle-

ment and agricultural development of a

region but have little importance in the

history of transportation routes.

Many rural properties contain land-

scape characteristics related to agri-

cultural land uses and practices.

Eligibility for significance in agri-

culture on a local level depends on
several factors. First, the character-

istics must have served or resulted

from an important event, activity, or

theme in agricultural development
as recognized by the historic contexts

for the area. Second, the property

must have had a direct involvement
in the significant events or activities

by contributing to the area's economy,
productivity, or identity as an agri-

cultural community. Third, through
historic landscape characteristics, the

property must cogently reflect the peri-

od of time in which the important

events took place.

CRITERION B

Criterion B applies to properties as-

sociated with the lives of persons sig-

nificant in our past. Such persons may

13



have, by their success, talent, or inge-

nuity, contributed to the historic devel-

opment or economic prosperity of their

community, for example, a prominent
rancher who successfully employed
newly available irrigation for citrus-

growing in the Southwest.

Significance under criterion B is often

unrelated to historic uses. This is par-

ticularly true of farms that were the

home of political leaders, writers, po-

ets, artists, or industrialists. For exam-
ple, Connemara, in Flat Rock, North
Carolina, is significant as the home
where poet Carl Sandburg spent the

last 22 years of his life and wrote much
of his poetry. Historic landscape char-

acteristics are important in establishing

the historic association and setting of

these properties.

Properties, such as centennial farms,

are recognized in many States for the

ownership or contributions of one fam-

ily over a long period of time. These
properties qualify for National Register

listing, under criterion B, if the accom-
plishments of one or more family

members stand out. (The cumulative

accomplishments of several individuals

or the continuing operation of the farm
over several generations may meet cri-

terion A).

CRITERION C

Criterion C applies to properties em-
bodying the distinctive characteristics of

a type, period, or method of construc-

tion; possessing high artistic values; or

representing a significant and distin-

guishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction.

Significant physical qualities may be
present in a number of ways. The
organization of space, visible in the

arrangement of fields or siting of farm-

steads, may illustrate a pattern of land

use significant for its representation of

traditional practices unique to a com-
munity. Buildings and outbuildings,

whether high-style or vernacular, may
be distinctive in design, style, or

method of construction, and be repre-

sentative of historic local or regional

trends. Similarly, an irrigation or trans-

portation system may reflect an impor-
tant innovation in engineering that

fostered a community's prosperity.

Rural landscapes may also contain

smaller, designed landscapes that have
importance. These may include a for-

mal garden having high artistic value

or a farmyard laid out according to a

professionally designed plan such as

those published in agricultural journals

and State extension service bulletins.

14

Homesteaded in the 1890s, the 40-acre Hanka Farm on the Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan, retains

its early organization. Significant features include a curvilinear indrive, abandoned apple orchard

and fields, and numerous log buildings. Within one of the earliest and largest Finnish rural

communities in the United States, the farm reflects cultural traditions and building types, such as

the savusauna or smoke sauna, that were transferred from northern Europe and adapted to the

clhnatic, physical, and social conditions of the western Great Lakes region. (Alan C. Pape)

Silver-mining spurred development along Clear Creek behoeen Georgetown and Silver Plume,

Colorado, in the 1870s and 1880s. By 1900, mine entrances, the ore-processing mill, and an

extensive underground network of tunnels and shafts lay abandoned. The Georgetown Loop Railroad,

constructed in 1877 to transport silver ore and characterized by dramatic cuts in grade, however,

continued to operate as a popular tourist attraction. (William H. Jackson, State Museum of

Colorado)



DOCUMENTATION OF LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS

Landscape characteristics are the tangible evidence of the ac-

tivities and habits of the people who occupied, developed,

used, and shaped the landscape to serve human needs; they

may reflect the beliefs, attitudes, traditions, and values of

these people.

This chart summarizes the kinds of data, gath-

ered through field survey and historic research,

to be described on National Register forms.

Certain landscape characteristics require loca-

tion, dating, and detailed description, while

others may be described collectively as they

contribute to the general character and setting

of the landscape. Generally those meeting the

definitions used in the National Register for

buildings, structures, objects, and sites, require

the most detail. An asterisk * identifies those

characteristics that should be located on sketch

maps accompanying National Register forms.

Preservation planning and management may
call for additional documentation, for example,
a detailed site plan of types of vegetation.

The features within a landscape are the physi-

cal evidence of past uses, events, and associa-

tions. They may reflect a variety of activities

occurring at one time, or evolving functions in

different periods of time, for example, orchards

planted sequentially as a farm's productivity

increased. They may or may not be historic, or

contributing to the significance for which the

landscape meets the National Register criteria.

Although the larger and most prominent char-

acteristics require the greatest documentation,
those, less prominent, help define the land-

scape's setting and character, and should not

be overlooked. The characteristics of a land-

scape interrelate and may, in some cases, over-

lap, for example, cultural traditions may be

evident in structures and buildings, spatial or-

ganization, vegetation, and clusters.

Characteristics Features Documentation

Land Uses and Activities Fields, pastures, orchards, open
range, terraces, commons, ceme-
teries, playing fields, parks, mining

areas, quarries, and logging areas.

• Describe principal and significant

land uses.

• Identify the tangible features related

to land uses by type, general loca-

tion, dates of use, condition, and
related vegetation.

• Describe historic processes related to

land use, such as mining, irrigation,

lumbering, contour farming, or

quarrying.

• Point out obsolete historic operations,

ongoing traditional practices, or

modern adaptations related to

significance.

• Identify threats to integrity, and indi-

cate their location, extent, and impact

on historic integrity.

• Identify areas having major impor-
tance or predominance, by location

and type, and classify as historic or

nonhistone.
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Characteristics Features Documentation

Patterns of Spatial Organization Overall pattern of the circulation

networks, areas of land use, natural

features, clusters of structures, and
division of property.

• Describe any patterns characterizing

the landscape as a whole.

• Relate patterns to land uses and ac-

tivities, responses to nature, and
cultural traditions.

• Relate spatial organization to compo-
nents, including vegetation, bound-
ary demarcations, and circulation

networks.

• Describe and locate any areas where
historic spatial organization is partic-

ularly visible or substantially lost.

Response to the Natural Environ-
ment

Adaptations to climate and natural

features seen in land use, orientation

of clusters, construction materials,

design of buildings, and methods of

transportation.

• Describe the physical environment
and ecological systems of the region.

• Describe the kinds of the features

that have resulted from cultural adap-

tations or responses to the natural

environment.

• Identify natural features that have
major importance or predominance,
by name, type, and location.

Cultural Traditions Land use practices, buildings and
structures, ethnic or religious institu-

tions, community organization, con-

struction methods, technology,

trades and skills, use of plants,

craftsmanship, methods of transpor-

tation, and patterns of land division.

• Describe land use practices, patterns

of land division, institutions, build-

ing forms, workmanship, stylistic

preferences, vernacular characteris-

tics, use of materials, and methods of

construction that have been influ-

enced by cultural tradition.

• Identify the sources of cultural influ-

ences, and name specific individuals,

such as artisans, builders, commu-
nity leaders, or farmers, responsible

for perpetuating or establishing such

traditions.

• Describe the kinds of features result-

ing from or exhibiting cultural tradi-

tions, and name, date, and locate the

primary features reflecting such

traditions.

Circulation Networks Paths, roads, streams, or canals,

highways, railways, and waterways.

• Describe the principal forms of trans-

portation and circulation routes that

facilitate travel within the landscape

and connect the landscape with its

larger region.

• Name, date, and describe principal or

significant examples.

• Identify principal roadways and
other transportation routes, by name,
type, and location, and classify as

contributing or noncontributing.
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Characteristics Features Documentation

Boundary Demarcations Divisions marked by fences, walls,

land use, vegetation, roadways,
bodies of water, and irrigation or

drainage ditches.

• Describe the ways in which land

ownership and activities are physi-

cally divided within the landscape,

and discuss the differences between
historic and current practices.

• Relate boundary demarcations to

overall spatial organization and re-

gional patterns of land division.

• Identify the predominant features

that mark divisions within the land-

scape and locate important historic

ones.

Vegetation Related to Land Use Functional and ornamental trees and
shrubs, fields for cropping, treelines

along walls and roads, native vegeta-

tion, orchards, groves, woodlots,

pastures, gardens, allees, shelter

belts, forests, and grasslands.

• Describe principal, predominant,
and significant vegetation, by type,

condition, age, use, and general or

specific location.

• Discuss changes that have occurred

in vegetation since the period of sig-

nificance.

• Relate the function, massing, and
details of vegetation to land uses and
activities, cultural traditions, and
response to the natural environment.

• For rotated crops, identify the general

types of crops that might be grown
over a period of several years.

Buildings, Structures, and Objects Buildings: residences, schools,

churches, outbuildings, barns,

stores, community halls, and train

depots.

Structures: dams, canals, tunnels,

mining shafts, grain elevators, silos,

bridges, earthworks, and highways.

Objects: monuments, threshers, and
cider mills.

• Describe the kinds of buildings,

structures, and major objects present.

• Relate the function, form, materials,

and construction of buildings, struc-

tures, and objects to land uses and
activities, cultural adaptations, and
response to the natural environment.

• Identify patterns and distinctive ex-

amples of workmanship, methods of

construction, materials, stylistic influ-

ences, and vernacular forms.

• Describe the condition of historic

buildings and structures, and nature

of additions and alterations.

• Describe the principal and most im-

portant buildings, structures, and
objects, by name, type, location,

date, function, condition, methods of

construction, materials, stylistic influ-

ence, and, if known, builder.

• Discuss the impact of nonhistoric

construction and alterations on his-

toric integrity.

• Identify all buildings and structures

and principal objects, by location,

name or number, and type, and classify

as contributing or nonconrributing.
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Characteristics Features Documentation

Clusters Village centers, farmsteads, cross-

roads, harbors, and ranching or min-

ing complexes.

• Describe the clusters, historic and
nonhistone, found in the landscape,

by general location, function, scale,

spatial arrangement, density, condi-

tion, and composition.

• Discuss any patterns visible in the

arrangement, location, or presence of

clusters, and relate these to spatial

organization, cultural traditions, re-

sponse to the natural environment,

and land uses and activities.

• Identify principal, representative, or

important examples, by name, type,

function, and location.

• Discuss the impact of nonhistone

development on historic integrity.

• Identify all buildings, structures, and
principal objects comprising clusters,

by type and location, and classify as

contributing or noncontributing.

Archeological Sites Road traces, reforested fields, and
ruins of farmsteads, mills, mines,

irrigation systems, piers and
wharves, and quarries.

• Describe the types of archeological

sites, their cultural affiliations, and
the period of history or prehistory

represented.

• Indicate the extent of archeological

sites within the landscape, their dis-

tribution, environmental setting, and
general location.

• Identify principal sites, by number or

name and location, and describe sur-

face and subsurface features, condi-

tion, disturbances, and any
excavation or testing.

• Identify all archeological sites, by site

number or name, location, surface

and subsurface characteristics, and
condition.

Small-scale Elements Foot bridges, cow paths, road mark-
ers, gravestones, isolated vegetation,

fence posts, curbstones, trail ruts,

culverts, foundations, and minor
ruins.

• Describe the kinds of elements that

collectively add to the landscape's

setting, by type, function, general

location, and approximate date.

• Relate these elements to historic pat-

terns of land use, spatial organiza-

tion, cultural traditions, boundary
demarcations, circulation networks,

or vegetation.

• Discuss the extent to which the loss

of these has cumulatively affected

historic integrity.
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Although reforested, the abandoned fields and roads of HarrisvUle, New Hampshire, provide

evidence of historic land division, agricultural practices, and social customs associated with the

community's settlement and pre-industrial history. Stone walls, changes in vegetation, patterns of

erosion and deposition, soil content, and remnant foundations are of primary interest to landscape

archeologists who are examining patterns of land use or occupation for which there is little written

documentation. (Duffy Monahon)

LANDSCAPE ARCHEOLOGY

It is relatively simple to determine when a building or structure has lost its

structural integrity and any potential significance lies in its value as an ar-

cheological site. More difficult, however, is deciding when to treat a land-

scape as an archeological site. Abandoned land, when undisturbed by later

development or construction, may retain surface or subsurface features that

can provide information important to an understanding of historic or prehis-

toric activities. When land historically cleared and cultivated is reforested,

visual qualities of the historic period are lost, yet landscape characteristics,

such as walls, ditches, roadways, streams, and canals, may still be in place

and capable of indicating important patterns of land use or organization.

Landscape archeology may involve the examination of characteristics, such
as walls, road remnants, trail ruts, foundations, and refuse sites. It may also

draw information from observable patterns of erosion and vegetation. A
number of techniques may be used: analysis of soil statigraphy; analysis of

pollens and other sediments through flotation and core sampling to deter-

mine planting patterns; surficial surveys to identify remnant vegetation,

boundary demarcations, and evidence of land use; analyses of existing vege-

tation or plant succession; remote sensing to detect buried walls, founda-

tions, and roadways; and excavation to uncover buried irrigation systems,

canals, or planting beds.

Assessments of significance are based on a well-formulated research de-

sign that considers the historic contexts for the study area. The research

design needs to indicate the landscape characteristics that are represented in

the site and the information the site is likely to provide about the landscape
characteristics that shaped an area in history or prehistory. It must explain

how the information will add to an understanding of the property. The lack

of other sources of information, such as written records or intact properties,

generally increases the importance of an archeological site.

Significance may be based on vernac-

ular patterns of land use and division,

architecture, circulation, and social

order. These patterns may indicate

regional trends or unique aspects of a

community's development. An impor-
tant pattern may be represented by a

single farm, or be repeated by adjoin-

ing farms within a township or county.

The recognition of important patterns

may require in-depth primary research,

multidisciplinary study, the judgement
of experts, and comparisons with sur-

vey data from other areas. Landscape
characteristics may be used to define

these patterns and to establish a mea-
sure of integrity, as a guide for identify-

ing eligible properties that illustrate

these patterns.

CRITERION D

Criterion D applies to properties that

have yielded or are likely to yield, in-

formation important to prehistory or

history. Surface or subsurface remains
may provide information about agricul-

tural or industrial land uses, settlement

patterns, or ceremonial traditions. For

example, the Hohokam-Pima Irrigation

Canals in Arizona have provided infor-

mation about the agricultural practices

and engineering capabilities of the Ho-
hokam culture from 1000-1450 and
about the Pima Indians' reuse of the

canals to irrigate crops in the 17th

century.

Vegetation and landscape features

may themselves provide archeological

evidence. Pollen and soil studies,

remote-sensing, and an examination of

vegetation may provide valuable infor-

mation about past uses or activities.

The abandoned roadways, reforested

fields, remnant stone walls, and farm-

stead clusters in Harrisville, New
Hampshire, for example, indicate sig-

nificant patterns of 18th and early 19th

century land division and diversified

agriculture. For additional guidance on
historic archeological sites, see Bulletin

36, Historical Archeological Sites: Guide-

lines for Evaluation.

CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS

National Register criteria consider-

ations require some rural properties to

meet additional standards. These in-

clude properties owned by religious

organizations, cemeteries, commemora-
tive properties, reconstructed farms,

ceremonial sites, grounds associated

with birthplaces or graves, and areas

predominated by landscape characteris-

tics less than fifty years of age.
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THE NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology,

culture, and engineering is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures,

and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,

workmanship, feeling, and association, and:

A. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution

to the broad patterns of our history; or

B. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or

C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method
of construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess

high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable

entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D. that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in

prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions): Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, or

graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious institutions or

used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their

original locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily com-
memorative in nature, and properties that have achieved significance within

the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National Register. How-
ever, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do
meet the criteria or if they fall within the following categories:

A. a religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or

artistic distinction or historical importance; or

B. a building or structure removed from its original location but which is

significant primarily for architectural value, or which is the surviving

structure most importantly associated with a historic person or event; or

C. a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if

there is no other appropriate site or building directly associated with his

or her productive life; or

D. a cemetery which derives its primary significance from graves of persons

of transcendent importance, from age, from distinctive design features,

or from association with historic events; or

E. a reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environ-

ment and presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master

plan, and when no other building or structure with the same association

has survived; or

F. a property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or

symbolic value has invested it with its own historical significance; or

G. a property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of excep-

tional importance.

Properties, such as farms or estates

owned by religious institutions, and
rural areas that were the site of reli-

gious activities, such as ceremonies or

camp meetings, are eligible if they de-

rive their primary significance from the

physical characteristics of the land or

from the historical events that took
place there. The birthplace or grave of

an historical figure of outstanding im-

portance, with any associated land,

may be eligible if there is no other ap-
propriate site or building directly asso-
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ciated with the individual's productive

life. Cemeteries in rural areas may be

eligible if their primary significance is

derived from the graves of persons of

transcendental importance, or from
age, distinctive design, or association

with historic events, such as a cemetery

that is the only tangible remains of a

community's pioneering period. A
commemorative property may be eligi-

ble if design, age, tradition, or sym-
bolic value has invested it with

historical importance, for example, a

State forest named for an important
public figure may be important for its

recreational or economic uses.

Farm museums that are reconstruc-

tions of farms or artificial assemblages
of moved buildings are not eligible.

Historically important farms or agricul-

tural communities, used as museums,
may be eligible if their historic integrity

has not been destroyed by new con-
struction, moved buildings, or adaptive
uses. Farm museums at least fifty years

of age, whether reconstructions, as-

semblages, or original farms, may be
eligible based on their significance as

museums.
Continuity of land uses and cultural

associations is a common concern in

evaluating rural landscapes. Properties

less than fifty years of age may be
listed only if they are exceptionally

important. The passage of time is nec-

essary to recognize historic importance.
This requirement applies to rural prop-
erties where a large proportion of

buildings and structures were built or

moved within the past 50 years, or

where the predominant patterns of

land use and division developed within
the past 50 years. For guidance on eval-

uating exceptional importance, see

National Register Bulletin 22, Guidelines

for Evaluating and Nominating Properties

That Have Achieved Significance Within

the Last Fifty Years.

2. Select Areas of Significance

Area of significance is that aspect of

history in which a rural property,

through use, occupation, physical char-

acter, or association, influenced the

development or identity of its commu-
nity or region. Although agriculture is

most common, a number of other areas

of significance may also apply, includ-

ing industry in the case of mining or

lumbering areas, conservation and recrea-

tion for parks and natural reserves, and
transportation for migration trails. The
area of significance is not necessarily

the same as the general land use; for

example, a farming community may be

important in ethnic heritage but not in

agriculture.

Several areas of significance apply to

the physical qualities of a rural land-

scape. Community development and

planning applies to areas reflecting im-

portant patterns of physical develop-

ment, land division, or land use.

Landscape architecture applies to proper-

ties based on established design princi-

ples or a conscious design. Architecture

is used when significant qualities are

embodied- in the design, style, or

method of construction of buildings



AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
RURAL LANDSCAPES

The following areas of significance commonly apply to rural landscapes:

Agriculture, where the land has been used for cultivating crops, raising

livestock, and other activities that have contributed to the growth, develop-

ment, and economy of a community during particular periods of its history.

Architecture, where a collection of high-style or vernacular buildings and
outbuildings, by historical association, function, design, spatial arrange-

ment, or setting, are integrally related to large areas of landscape and are

indicative of the physical development, materials, or land uses of a State,

region, or community, or the building practices or traditions of the people

who occupied it.

Archeology, where patterns visible upon the land or evident in subsurface

remains can provide important information about land use and occupation

of prehistoric or historic peoples.

Community Planning and Development, where the spatial organization and
character of the landscape are the result of either a consciously designed
plan or vernacular patterns of land use or land division.

Conservation, where the landscape has been the subject of an important

stage, event, or development in the conservation of natural or cultural

resources.

Engineering, where the landscape and its uses reflect the practical applica-

tion of scientific principles to serve human needs, such as reclamation, irri-

gation, and water power.

Exploration/ Settlement, where the landscape continues to reflect the explo-

ration, establishment, or early development of a community or region.

Industry, where the landscape has been shaped or manipulated to provide

goods or services, through activities such as lumbering, mining, milling and
quarrying, that have contributed to the development of a community or

society in general.

Landscape Architecture, where the landscape contains sites, including gar-

dens, farmyards, and parks, that have been based on established design

principles or conscious designs, or are the work of a master, having impor-
tance within the context of landscape design.

Science, where the landscape has been the subject of research related to the

advancement or understanding of agriculture, horticulture, silviculture, ani-

mal husbandry, or other scientific disciplines.

and structures, such as houses,

churches, community buildings, barns,

and outbuildings. Engineering applies to

properties having significant systems of

irrigation, drainage, transportation, or

water power, as well as significant

structures, such as dams, bridges, tun-

nels, mining shafts, and fencing.

3. Define Period of Significance

Period of significance is the span of

time when a property was associated

with important events, activities, per-

sons, cultural groups, and land uses or

attained important physical qualities or

:haracteristics. Although it may be short,

Tiore often it extends many years, cover-

ing a series of events, continuum of

activities, or evolution of physical charac-

teristics. Properties may have more than

one period of significance.

The period of significance begins

with the date of the earliest land use or

activity that has importance and is re-

flected by historic characteristics tangi-

ble today. The period closes with the

date when the events, activities, and
construction having historic importance

ended. Properties that have evolved

and achieved importance during sepa-

rate periods, some spanning several

hundred years, should be given several

periods of significance. All landscape

characteristics should be considered,

since buildings and structures may date

to one era, while roads, field patterns,

ind archeological sites to earlier ones.

Continuous land use, association, or

function does not by itself justify con-

tinuing the period of significance. The
length of time should be based on the

years when the property historically

made important contributions in the

areas of significance. Fifty years ago
may be used as the closing date for the

period of significance if a more specific

date cannot be identified.

Assessing Historic Integrity

Historic integrity is the composite
effect of seven qualities: location, de-

sign, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association. Decisions

about historic integrity require profes-

sional judgements about whether a

property today reflects the spatial

organization, physical components,
and historic associations that it attained

during the periods of significance. A
property's periods of significance be-

come the benchmark for measuring
whether subsequent changes contrib-

ute to its historic evolution or alter its

historic integrity.

Historic integrity requires that the

various characteristics that shaped the

land during the historic period be
present today in much the same way
they were historically. No landscape
will appear exactly as it did fifty or one
hundred years ago. Vegetation grows,

land use practices change, and struc-

tures deteriorate. The general character

and feeling of the historic period, how-
ever, must be retained for eligibility.

Historical vistas that have remained
open often provide a general vantage

point for evaluating change. Historic

and contemporary views may be com-
pared through old photographs, diary

entries, and letters.

Depending on significance, the pres-

ence of some characteristics is more
critical to integrity than others. Vegeta-

tion and land uses are important to an
area historically significant for grazing

and cropping, while landforms and
circulation networks may be essential

to a mining community. The integrity

of a significant collection of vernacular

stone construction may rely heavily on
the condition of boundary walls, farm-

houses, barns, outbuildings, bridges,

and community buildings. Boundary
demarcations, early roadways, clusters,

and small-scale elements may be neces-

sary to depict the significant patterns of

settlement and field arrangements in

an ethnic community.
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Setting is the physical environment within and surrounding a rural historic landscape. A fertile 40 square-mile basin atop 4,000-foot Garden Mountain,

Burke's Garden Historic District, Tazewell County, Virginia, contains the material culture of occupations and agricultural activities from 8000 B.C. to

the present. The district lies in the forested and sparsely settled highlands of the Southern Appalachians. (Virginia Department of Historic

Resources)

1. Apply Qualities of Integrity

Because of the overriding presence of

land, natural features, and vegetation,

the seven qualities of integrity called

for in the National Register criteria (see

page 20) are applied to rural land-

scapes in special ways.

The relationship of landscape charac-

teristics and integrity is complex. Pat-

terns of spatial organization, circulation

networks, and clusters directly relate to

design and strongly influence the cohe-
siveness of a landscape. Boundary de-

marcations, small-scale elements,

vegetation, and the evidence of re-

sponses to the natural environment all

add to location and setting as well as

design. Continuing or compatible land

uses and activities enhance integrity of

feeling and association. Buildings and
structures, vegetation, small-scale ele-

ments, and land uses all reflect ma-
terials, workmanship, and design.

Archeological sites may strengthen
integrity by providing physical evi-

dence of activities no longer practiced.

Location is the place where the sig-

nificant activities that shaped a prop-

erty took place. Geographical factors,

including proximity to natural re-
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sources, soil fertility, climate, and ac-

cessibility, frequently determined the

location of rural settlements. In some
places, these factors have continued to

spur growth and development. In oth-

ers, they have insulated communities
from change, fostering the preservation

of historic characteristics, practices, and
traditions. A rural landscape whose
characteristics retain their historic loca-

tion has integrity of location.

Design is the composition of natural

and cultural elements comprising the

form, plan, and spatial organization of

a property. Design results from con-

scious and unconscious decisions over

time about where areas of land use,

roadways, buildings and structures,

and vegetation are located in relation-

ship to natural features and to each

other. Design also relates to the func-

tional organization of vegetation, to-

pography, and other characteristics, for

example, upland pastures bounded by
forested hillsides and windbreaks shel-

tering fields or orchards.

New vegetation or reforestation may
affect the historic integrity of design.

Changes in land use may not seriously

alter integrity if historic boundary de-

marcations, circulation networks, and

other components remain in place.

Shifts in land use from wheatfield to

pasture or the introduction of contour

plowing may not seriously affect the

overall design, whereas the extensive

irrigation and planting of fruit trees on
land historically used for cattle grazing

would.
Setting is the physical environment

within and surrounding a property.

Large-scale features, such as bodies of

water, mountains, rock formations, and
woodlands, have a very strong impact

on the integrity of setting. Small-scale

elements such as individual plants and
trees, gateposts, fences, milestones,

springs, ponds, and equipment also

cumulatively contribute to historic

setting.

Materials within a rural property

include the construction materials of

buildings, outbuildings, roadways,

fences, and other structures. The pres-

ence of native minerals, stone, and
even soil can add substantially to a

rural area's sense of time and place.

These may be present in natural de-

posits or built construction.

Vegetation, as material, presents a

complex problem. Plants do not remain

static but change over time and have a



Original plant materials, such as the filbert trees, at Dorris Ranch in Lane County, Oregon,

enhance the significance of a rural landscape. Their presence is especially important to the integrity

of landscapes significant for the cultivation and productivity of plants having lengthy life spans.

(Willamalane Park and Recreation District)

predictable lifespan. While hardwoods
and evergreens thrive for decades,

most crops are seasonal and demand
rotation. Plants and trees are subject to

blights and disease and may be dam-
aged by weather and climatic changes.

Furthermore, the relationships among
plant species vary over time due to

differing growth patterns and life-

spans, animal grazing behavior, and
changes in soil conditions. Soil exhaus-

tion, erosion, improper crop rotation,

availability of water, and pollution may
affect soil productivity and alter the

succession of vegetation.

Original plant materials may enhance
integrity, but their loss does not neces-

sarily destroy it. Vegetation similar to

historic species, in scale, type, and
visual effect, will generally convey in-

tegrity of setting. Original or in-kind

plantings, however, may be necessary

for the eligibility of a property signifi-

cant for specific cultivars, such as a

farm noted for experiments in the graft-

ing of fruit trees.

Workmanship is exhibited in the

ways people have fashioned their envi-

ronment for functional and decorative

purposes. It is seen in the ways build-

ings and fences are constructed, fields

are plowed, and crops harvested. The
workmanship evident in the carved

gravestones of a rural cemetery endures
for a long time. Although the work-
manship in raising crops is seasonal, it

does contribute to a property's historic

integrity if it reflects traditional or his-

toric practices.

Feeling, although intangible, is

evoked by the presence of physical

characteristics that reflect the historic

scene. The cumulative effect of setting,

design, materials, and workmanship
creates the sense of past time and
place. Alterations dating from the his-

toric period add to integrity of feeling

while later ones do not.

Association is the direct link between
a property and the important events or

persons that shaped it. Integrity of

association requires a property to re-

flect this relationship. Continued use
and occupation help maintain a prop-

erty's historic integrity if traditional

practices are carried on. Revived his-

toric practices, traditional ceremonies
or festivals, use of traditional methods
in new construction, and continuing

family ownership, although not his-

toric, similarly reinforce a property's

integrity by linking past and present.

New technology, practices, and con-

struction, however, often alter a

property's ability to reflect historic

associations.

2. Identify Changes and Threats to

Integrity

Historic integrity is threatened by
single major changes such as large

scale farming practices that obliterate

historic field patterns, flatten the con-

tours of the land, and erase historic

boundary markers, outbuildings, and
fences. Integrity may also be lost due to

the cumulative effect of relocated and
lost historic buildings and structures,

interruptions in the natural succession

of vegetation, and the disappearance of

small-scale features that defined his-

toric land uses.

The following changes, when occur-

ring after the periods of significance,

may reduce the historic integrity of a

rural landscape:

• abandonment and realignment of

roadways and canals

• widening and resurfacing of historic

roadways

• changes in land use and management
that alter vegetation, change the size

and shape of fields, erase boundary
demarcations, and flatten the con-

tours of land

• modern methods of mining that leave

large open pits or massive tailings

uncharacteristic of historically signifi-

cant extraction methods

• introduction of nonhistoric land uses

(quarries; tree farms; sanitary landfill;

recreational areas; limited access high-

ways and interchanges; power plants,

wastewater treatment plants, and
other public utilities; subdivision for

residential, commercial, or industrial

development)

• loss of vegetation related to significant

land uses (blights, abandonment, new
uses, reforestation, and introduction

of new cultivars)

• deterioration, abandonment, and
relocation of historic buildings and
structures

• substantial alteration of buildings and
structures (remodelling, siding,

additions)

• replacement of structures such as

dams, bridges, and barns

• construction of new buildings and
structures

• disturbance of archeological sites

(bulldozing, earth removal, high-

way construction, nonscientific

excavation)

• loss of boundary demarcations and
small-scale features (fences, walls,

ponds, and paving stones)
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3. Classify Contributing and Noncon-

tributing Resources

Buildings, structures, objects, and

sites are classified as contributing or

noncontributing based on their historic

integrity and association with a period

and area of significance. Those not

present during the historic period, not

part of the property's documented sig-

nificance, or no longer reflecting their

historic character are noncontributing.

Criteria considerations may affect the

classification of religious properties,

moved structures, birthplaces and
graves, cemeteries, reconstructions,

commemorative properties, and prop-

erties less than fifty years of age. These

may contribute as integral parts of dis-

tricts, that is, resources that relate, by

date and function, association, or char-

acter, to the historic significance of the

overall property. Examples include: a

church founded by an ethnic group

that settled an area, a corncrib moved
during the period of significance to

serve a farm's ongoing evolution, a

rural cemetery where generations of

local families are buried, and a historic

war memorial within a village green.

Reconstructed fields and orchards, as

well as buildings and structures, may
contribute if suitably located and accu-

rately executed according to a restora-

tion master plan.

Buildings and structures built or

moved within the past fifty years gen-

erally do not contribute. They affect

historic integrity by altering the historic

relationships of buildings, structures,

and land areas, and by disrupting his-

toric patterns of land division and orga-

nization. Recent agricultural buildings,

whether built bv traditional methods or

in modern forms and materials, such as

Harvestor silos or corrugated metal hay
barns, may be recognized as contribut-

ing when sufficient time has lapsed to

consider them integral parts of the his-

toric landscape.

4. Weigh Overall Integrity

The final decision about integrity is

based on the condition of the overall

property and its ability to convey sig-

nificance. The strength of historic land-

scape characteristics and the nature,

extent, and impact of changes since the

periods of significance are important

factors to consider.

Integrity depends to a substantial

degree on the area's historic contexts.

This information indicates the extent of

integrity that can be expected for a

particular type of historic property
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Modem-day quarrying in Oley Township, Pennsylvania, bears little relationship to historic practices.

The operations and the ei>er-growing pits and tailings they create threaten the district's historic

integrity. Despite new quarries and residential subdivisions, Oley Township was listed in the

National Register in its entirety, because 90 percent of the 15,000 acres retained the historic pastoral

and agricultural character. (Oley Resource Conservation Project)

given the unique aspects, cultural and
natural, of the area and the condition

of comparable properties. The survival

of significant characteristics, such as

field patterns and boundary demarca-

tions, that in other areas have been lost

can make a rural property significant

despite the deterioration of its build-

ings and loss of outbuildings.

Loss or relocation of a few features

usually does not affect a rural prop-

erty's overall historic integrity. But the

repeated loss of buildings, structures,

roadways, and small-scale elements, as

well as gradual changes to boundaries

and land uses, may cumulatively de-

stroy integrity.

New construction and incompatible

land uses covering extensive acreage-
such as residential subdivisions, mod-
ern mining or quarrying operations,

refuse dumps and land fill, limited

access highways and their interchanges-

cause the greatest damage. Not only do
they introduce major visual intrusions

and interrupt the continuity of the his-

toric scene, but they reshape the land,

disturb subsurface remains, and intro-

duce ahistorical characteristics.

Large rural districts may be able to

absorb new development and still

maintain their overall historic integrity,

provided large-scale intrusions are con-

centrated in a relatively few locations

and cover a proportionately small per-

centage of the overall acreage. For

example, the 15,000 acres of Oley
Township Historic District, Pennsylva-

nia, maintain a strong sense of the

agricultural activities begun in the 18th

and 19th centuries despite the presence

of several sizeable modern quarries, a

large housing subdivision, and contem-

porary houses along roadways. While
the new development is noncontribut-

ing it occurs in isolated pockets and
covers only 10 percent of a historic dis-

trict otherwise characterized by culti-

vated fields and scattered farmsteads.

Selecting Boundaries

Boundaries for rural historic land-

scapes must encompass the area hav-

ing historic significance, rather than

just scenic values, and contain contrib-

uting resources that express the charac-

teristics of the historic landscape. For

this reason, all of the acreage making
up a rural site or district should be
reviewed, through either an onsite

survey or aerial photography.

1. Define the historic property

The historic property is the unit of

land actively managed, occupied, settled,

or manipulated during the historic per-

iod for purposes related to significance.

In the development of historic con-

texts, the types of historic properties

for an area were identified. This infor-

mation helped determine the study

area and focus research and survey

activities on specific properties. As



The boundaries of South Lima Township Rural District, Michigan, are based on property lines, most

of which coincide with the historic rectangular grid of the Midwest. Peripheral farms were included

or excluded on the basis of their historic integrity. (Lynda Koch)

On September 1 7, 1862, "Bloody Lane" witnessed some of the most intense fighting of the Civil War.

Continuing agricultural land uses and the historic integrity of the sunken farm lane and adjoining

fields evoke the historic scene in a photograph taken in August 1934. Monuments along the lane

mark commemorative activities that occurred at Antietam National Battlefield in the late 19th and

early 20th centuries. (Allan Rinehart, National Park Service History Collection)

facts were associated with existing

historic landscape characteristics, the

existence of historic properties or por-

tions of them were verified.

Historic properties may be evaluated

at various geographical scales. A rural

property, such as a farm, may have its

own significance, but also be part of a

significant collection of neighboring

farms or an entire community with a

village cluster, outlying farms, and
interconnecting roads, that form larger

historic districts. The initial step in

selecting the boundaries of a rural his-

toric landscape is to determine the ex-

tent to which properties at the smallest

scale, such as a single farm, are intact

and form larger properties that may be
listed as large and cohesive historic

districts.

If the study area was based on a his-

toric property clearly defined by physi-

cal characteristics, historic ownership,

or concentration of activity, National

Register boundaries may vary little

from those of the area studied. In

cases, however, where a large area was
studied, such as a township or county,

with the purpose of identifying eligible

properties, a number of properties of

varying scales and boundaries may be
defined, for example, a large village

district and several outlying farms and
mill sites.

2. Decide what to include

National Register boundaries must
encompass a concentration or continu-
ity of historic landscape characteristics.

Many properties will not retain their

historic property lines or possess sig-

nificant characteristics throughout. The
next step in selecting boundaries is

deciding what land within the historic

property today has both historic signifi-

cance and integrity.

Information from survey and research

—including historic land uses, dates of

buildings and other components, and
changes since the period of significance

—can indicate to what extent the his-

toric property was actively used and
today reflects that use. Consulting his-

toric maps, land plats, aerial photo-

graphs, land grant records, property

deeds, and oral history data can help

determine the evolution of the historic

property. The overlaying of transparent

maps of the same scale to represent

various stages of development, includ-

ing the current condition, is useful for

comparing changes over time and for

arriving at boundaries. Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) can also be
used for this purpose (see page 12).

Continuity is essential. Historic land-

scape characteristics should predomi-
nate and occur throughout. Peripheral

areas having a concentration of non-
historic features should be excluded,

while the impact of centrally located

ones on historic integrity should be
considered. If, because of their density,

distribution, and predominance, non-
historic features seriously fragment the

overall historic integrity of large-scale

properties, smaller properties having
integrity should be identified for list-

ing. This applies, for example, to indi-

vidual farmsteads in an agricultural

community that is experiencing rapid

and widespread suburbanization.

Buffer zones or acreage not related to

historic use are excluded from National

Register listings, but may be considered

in planning and protection. These in-

clude natural features that fall within

significant historic vistas but were not

actively used, managed, or controlled
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by historic land use or ownership. Also

excluded are nonhistoric areas of com-
patible or similar land use adjoining a

historic area, for example, land recently

cleared and placed into agricultural

use.

Natural features may be included if

they are centrally located within the

landscape, such as a hill or stream, or

if they were actively used for purposes

related to historic significance, for ex-

ample, forests historically used for

woodlots, and wetlands used for forag-

ing wild berries.

Peripheral land that provides historic

setting, such as forested hillsides or

rock escarpments, may be included

only if the historic record indicates that

the land was historically an integral

part of the property being nominated.

Such an integral relationship can be

established through common historic

ownership, the role of the peripheral

land in significant land uses or commu-
nity development, or a passive function

such as providing a barrier for defense

or protection from wind and weather.

3. Select Appropriate Edges

Edges may be defined in several ways.

Legal boundaries, based on historic own-
ership, land use, or incorporation,

should be used where a historic property

remains intact and is significant in its

entirety. Natural features such as bodies
of water, ridgelines, and sharp rises in

elevation often form edges that have
historically separated areas having differ-

ent land uses. In areas undergoing wide-
spread change, edges, based on current

DEFINING THE EDGES OF A
RURAL LANDSCAPE

The following are commonly used to define the edges of rural historic

landscapes:

• Historic legal boundaries of a single property, a group of properties, or an
entire political jurisdiction when the historic property possesses continuity

of historic landscape characteristics throughout, even though the owner-
ship or division of land may have changed.

• Boundary demarcations that are relatively permanent, such as stone

fences, irrigation or drainage ditches, and mature hedge rows, when such
barriers are based on historic land use or ownership and encompass the

concentration of related historic landscape characteristics.

• Rights-of-way, such as roads, established paths, and highways, when they

separate areas of land that are historically significant from those that are

either unrelated, insignificant, or not historic.

• Natural features, such as rivers, lakeshores, ridges, plateaus, and contour

elevations when such features limited the historic development of the land

and continue to contain historic landscape characteristics.

• Changes in nature of development or spatial organization, such as the

departure of a community having vast tracts of communally owned farm-

land from the typical midwestern grid of 160-acre farms, when differences

are related to significance.

• Edges of new development, such as modern housing, limited access high-

ways, or industrial parks.

• Current legal boundaries, when they coincide with the area retaining his-

toric landscape characteristics today. Acreage may be the same or smaller

than that within the historic boundaries.

• Lines drawn along or between fixed points, such as stone walls, shore-

lines, or the intersection of two roads, when they contain the area retaining

historic landscape features.

• Long-standing vegetation that is visible at all seasons, such as a row of

hardwoods, when it marks the edge of the area containing historic land-

scape characteristics.
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Pictorial evidence is valuable for charting the evolution of a rural landscape and verifying its historic integrity. Comparative views of Ebey's Prairie,

Washington, photographed about 1900 and in 1983, indicate little change in the division of land, agricultural land uses, and arrangement of the

farmyard cluster. (Pacific Northwest Regional Office, National Park Service)
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CONSIDERATIONS IN EVALUATING RURAL HISTORIC LANDSCAPES

This section provides additional guidance for evaluating certain types of properties that either meet the definition of a

rural historic landscape or possess historic landscape characteristics.

Properties Having Significant Patterns of Folklife

Patterns of folklife, established historically, may be perpetuated by the people living in rural properties today. These include

traditional customs, crafts, or land use practices that have historic origins and have been passed from one generation to another.

Tangible characteristics may reflect traditional materials, craftsmanship, or functions, such as a cider-press, a community hall, or

communally owned fields. When these date to the historic period, they may contribute to areas of significance such as ethnic heritage,

art, architecture, community planning and development, or social history.

Seasonal, short-lived, or recent expressions of folklife are seen in haystacking, using traditional techniques for new construction,

and observing traditional customs. While these do not date to the historic period, they do enhance integrity of setting, feeling, and
association.

Traditional Cultural Properties

Native Americans and other cultural groups have commonly used natural features or sites for religious, ceremonial, or hunting
and gathering activities. Although landscape characteristics may be useful for describing the natural setting of these places, an in-

depth study of characteristics is not necessary where traditional uses have not altered the land. For further guidance in evaluating

landscapes possessing traditional values, see Bulletin 38: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties .

Trails and Roads

Trails and roads require verification that the land nominated be the actual location of the trail. Eligibility requires integrity of

setting and location. Boundaries commonly encompass the length and width of the byway and a margin of land, for example, 40 feet,

on both sides. Boundaries may be widened to take in encampment sites, mountain passes, fords across streams, and sites marked by
trail ruts, arroyos, and surface disturbances associated with historic activity. Boundaries may also include land that forms a histori-

cally important and intact setting, for example, the hillsides and rock formations rising from an important pass on a frontier trail.

Where the continuity of a byway has been interrupted by nonhistone development, segments retaining significance and integrity can

be nominated together in a multiple property submission.

Battlefields and Encampments

Battlefields, encampments, and other areas where short-term historic events took place may possess important landscape charac-

teristics. Although the significance of these properties does not directly relate to land use, their historic integrity depends upon
landscape characteristics such as natural features, land uses, vegetation, and associated buildings and structures. Furthermore, their

location may have been determined by natural features, proximity to railroads, land uses, circulation networks, and cultural tradi-

tions. When these properties have been preserved for many years, they may have additional significance for patterns of land use and
division that have elsewhere disappeared.

Scenic and Recreational Parks

State, county, and national parks set aside for recreational and scenic purposes are designed landscapes to the extent that roads,

trails, buildings, vegetation, and other features were developed according to a master plan. These landscapes, due to their location,

extensive acreage, purpose, and management, also have the characteristics of a rural landscape. Park features, such as trails, bridges,

campgrounds, native flora, cabins, and scenic overlooks, can be meaningfully examined using the system of landscape classification.

Circulation networks, response to natural environment, land uses and activities, vegetation related to land use, clusters, and small-

scale features are particularly useful in documenting these properties.

Mining Properties

Mining properties may include not only the most prominent mining structures, but also the communities shaped as a result of the

mining activity and the surrounding land covered by related mining claims and containing historic shafts, tunnels, pits, and tailings.

Landscape characteristics can be used to describe and evaluate these properties.

Modern methods of extraction may alter integrity. While the historic presence of tailings may be viewed as part of the historic

setting, modern tailings and excavation, with or without recent structures, threaten historic integrity. Open pit mining in an area

historically mined through tunnels and shafts destroys historic characteristics, altering an area's historic integrity. However, an open
pit mine that has operated since the historic period retains its integrity, if recent extraction methods have been similar to those

practiced historically and if the character of the pit is similar, although greater in size, to that of the historic period.

Lumbering Communities

Historic lumbering communities may contain scattered remains of logging activities and forests in varying stages of reforestation.

Current tree cover often varies in species and age from historic vegetation. Abandoned areas frequently reflect the natural plant

succession that follows cutting, making it impossible to define the visual quality of historic setting. For these reasons, significance

depends on an understanding of changing patterns of vegetation and the presence of other characteristics, such as roadways, logging

equipment and structures, workers' camps, and transportation facilities.
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Nacoochee Valley
Nacoochee and Sautee vicinity, Unite Co.

U.S.C.S. Quadrangle: "Helen, Ca."

5< lie: 1:24000
North: f
Boundary ed Property: ——

—

Settlement and agricultural development occurred within the fertile floodplain of the Nacoochee
Valley, Georgia. To encompass the land area actively farmed during the historic period, district

boundaries included approximately 2,500 acres and were drawn along the 1,400-foot contour line

on the USCS topographical map. (photo: James R. Lockhart; map: Georgia Department of

Natural Resources)

ownership, may be drawn to exclude

new land uses or incompatible develop-

ment. When none of the approaches

listed on page 26 fit a situation, a cer-

tain degree of professional judgement
will be needed to define an edge, for

example, a line drawn between the end
of a stone wall and a hedge row, that

while somewhat arbitrary can still be
justified.

Edges should be appropriate to the

location, historic significance, and
integrity of the property. A natural

stream and field demarcations may
work well in the Piedmont region,

while quarter sections of a USGS map
are more logical in rural Minnesota
where land was divided according to

the national rectangular survey.

Several approaches may be com-
bined. An agricultural district, for ex-

ample, might be bounded by a natural

river, the political boundaries of a na-

tional forest, the limits of a modern
development, and, where intact, the

legal boundaries of historic parcels.

Whatever the approach, boundaries

must be fixed in space and capable of

accurate description by metes and
bounds, legal descriptions, lines ap-

pearing on USGS topographical maps,

or site plans drawn to scale.

REGISTRATION

Nominations are made on the Na-
tional Register Registration Form (NPS
10-900) and processed according to the

regulations set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

Where the study of a rural area identi-

fies several properties eligible for listing

and related by common historic con-

texts, the National Register Multiple

Property Documentation Form (NPS
10-900-b) is used to document the con-

texts, property types, and methodol-

ogy; separate registration forms then

document each eligible property.

The following guidance supplements
National Register Bulletin 16, Guidelines

for Completing National Register of Historic

Places Forms and is organized according

to the section names on the registration

form. The form is intended as a sum-
mary of the information gathered dur-

ing identification and a synthesis of

findings concerning significance, integ-

rity, and boundaries.

Classification
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A rural property containing a collec-

tion of sites, structures, buildings, or

objects is classified as a district. A rural

property containing land with no
buildings, objects, or structures, such



as a wildlife preserve or a camp meet-

ing ground, is classified as a site.

Contributing and noncontributing

resources are counted according to the

guidelines in Bulletin 16. Acreage with

component land areas, such as forests,

orchards, fields, or pasture, counts as a

single continuous site. Buildings, struc-

tures, objects, and sites within the

landscape that are substantial in size

and scale or are specifically discussed

as significant are counted separately.

Other landscape characteristics, in-

cluding areas of natural vegetation,

fences, walls, plantings, ponds, and
drainage ditches, are considered inte-

gral parts of the overall site. It is appro-

priate to count them separately if they

form a structure or site that is substan-

tial in size, scale, or importance, such

as a network of historic roads, an irri-

gation system, a designed park, or a

significant orchard.

Function

Data categories for agriculture, land-

scape, transportation, industry, and recrea-

tion and culture, include a number of

subcategories that apply to land uses

and activities. These should be listed

along with those relating to buildings

and structures.

Description

The description defines the historic

property being registered and describes

the evolution and current condition of

its landscape characteristics. The proc-

esses that have shaped the landscape

are discussed and related to specific

features within the property. Changes
that have occurred in the use and char-

acter of the land should be dated as

accurately as possible. Threats to integ-

rity should be described and their im-

pact on the historic character of the

landscape discussed. The chart on
pages 15-18 lists the information to be
included for each characteristic.

Information about historic landscape
characteristics should be organized to

best portray the character of the prop-

erty. For a large district, it may be logi-

cal to discuss the general character of

the district, and then separately treat

the circulation networks, large-scale

irrigation systems, village clusters, and
smaller properties contained within it.

For other properties, it may make most
sense to describe the landscape charac-

teristics by type, and to discuss land
use areas, structures, and buildings

individually rather than as parts of

clusters or small units of property.

Specialized terminology may be nec-

essary. Botanical or geological terms
not commonly understood should be
explained. Common names, such as

Corvallis cherry or Longhorn cattle, are

sufficient to identify vegetation and
livestock. Scientific names should,

however, be used when common bo-

tanical names are inadequate to de-

scribe plant diversity or significant

cultivars. Commonly understood terms
should be used to describe vernacular

patterns of construction, land use, or

land division. When terms that are

regional or ethnic in derivation are

used to describe land use practices,

construction methods, or cultural cus-

toms, they should be explained.

Significance

The statement of significance explains

the ways in which the property,

through its land uses and characteris-

tics, directly relates to specific historic

contexts, National Register criteria,

areas and periods of significance, and,

if applicable, criteria considerations.

Important activities, events, persons, or

physical qualities are discussed in rela-

tionship to specific features identified

by the landscape characteristics. The
statement of historic contexts, revised,

as appropriate, based on the findings

of survey, research, and evaluation, is

included.

The greater the importance of certain

landscape characteristics, the more
factual and detailed the discussion of

their role and evolution should be. For

example, if transportation is an area of

significance, the circulation networks

will require greater explanation; if com-

munity development and planning is an
area of significance, patterns of land

division and use should be discussed.

Major Bibliographical

References

A standard bibliographical style is

used to cite sources, including books,

magazine articles, maps, atlases, his-

toric photographs, local histories,

studies on soils and vegetation, archeo-

logical reports, and geological studies.

References to oral histories should give

the date of the interview, and the name
and affiliation of both the person being

interviewed and the interviewer. Col-

lections of photographs, oral history

tapes or transcripts, personal records,

and maps that are not available in pub-
lished sources should be cited by name
and location.

Boundaries

Boundaries are described as accu-

rately as possible using metes and
bounds, legal descriptions, tax parcel

numbers, lines and sections on USGS
maps, or lines on a map drawn to a

scale no smaller than 1" = 200 feet.

The edges that commonly bound rural

properties are listed on page 26.

Maps

A detailed sketch map is required for

all properties meeting the definition of

historic district. The map indicates the

boundaries of the property and locates

the principal landscape characteristics.

Buildings and structures, circulation

networks, major land uses, archeologi-

cal sites, prominent natural features,

and large areas of vegetation should be
marked on the map. Each building,

structure, object, and site that is sub-

stantial in size, scale, or importance
should be labeled by name, number, or

other symbol, and marked as contrib-

uting or noncontributing. Refer to the

chart on pages 15-18 for additional

guidance.

For properties with large acreage,

several maps drawn to different scales

may be used in place of one overall

sketch map. A small-scale map, such
as a USGS topographic map in the

1:24,000 series, could cover the overall

property and indicate boundaries and
principal areas of land use, natural

features, circulation networks, isolated

buildings and structures, and clusters.

Maps drawn to a larger scale, for exam-
ple, 1" equals 200', could then show
the location of buildings, structures,

and other features within each cluster.

Large-scale maps should be cross-

referenced as inserts to the area map.
Separate maps may also be used to

locate archeological sites, land use ar-

eas, road systems or other transporta-

tion systems, and buildings and
structures. A series of maps may show
the evolution of the property at various

periods of time.

Photographs

Representative views of historic and
nonhistone land areas and landscape

characteristics, as well as buildings,

structures, and clusters, must be sub-

mitted with the registration form.

Copies of historical photographs, en-

gravings, and illustrations may also be

included. Contemporary photographs
taken from the vantage point of histori-

cal photographs may supplement the

written description of land changes.
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77ie G7/v/ Parins Farmstead (no. 25 below) represents the traditional Belgian-American farm in the U-shaped configuration of the barnyard,
numerous log outbuildings, and outlying fields. (Bill Tishlir)
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Sfarfdz maps o/ too sca/es were used to record the Namur Belgian-American District in Door County, Wisconsin. A large map drawn to a small scale
covers the entire district and locates district boundaries, roads, and farm clusters. Small maps drawn to a larger scale and keyed by number to the district
map then identify the contributing and noncontributing buildings and structures in each farm cluster
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Washington, DC 20408.
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A Catalog of Microfilm Copies of the

Schedules. 1978.
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Catalog of Microfilm Copies of the

Schedules. 1979.
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Catalog of Microfilm Copies of the

Schedules. 1982.

Sources of Aerial
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Aerial Photography Division (East)

U.S. Department of Agriculture

45 French Broad Avenue
Asheville, NC 28802

Aerial Photography Division (West)

U.S. Department of Agriculture

2505 Parley's Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

Aerial Photography Field Office

Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service

U.S. Department of Agriculture

2222 West 2300 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84125

Cartographic Archives Division

National Archives

Washington, DC 20408

National Archives contains federal

aerial surveys conducted, between 1935

and 1942, by the Agricultural Stabiliza-

tion and Conservation Service, Soil

Conservation Service, Forest Service,

Geological Survey, and Bureau of Rec-

lamation. The following guide is availa-

ble from the National Archives:

Aerial Photographs in the National Ar-

chives. Washington, DC: National

Archives, 1973. (Special list No. 25)

EROS Data Center
User Services Section

U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Department of the Interior

Sioux Falls, SD 57198

Eros Data Center makes available

transparencies and photographic repro-

ductions of aerial photographs taken by
the fourteen Federal agencies (includ-

ing the Soil Conservation and Agricul-

tural Stabilization and Conservation

Services) participating in the National

High Altitude Photography (NHAP)
program. The center will also provide a

free computerized search of all black

and white and color infrared imagery
in their collection for a location identi-

fied on a USGS map or by UTM refer-

ences or coordinates of longitude and
latitude.

Other Sources

For homesteading records:

Suitland Reference Branch
National Archives

Washington, DC 20409

For agricultural research:

National Agricultural Library

U. S. Department of Agriculture

10301 Baltimore Boulevard

Beltsville, MD 20705
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